
Managing 
Inactive Records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WelcomeThank hostIntroduce presentersGive location of restroomsAnnounce mid-morning breakReview workshop packetIntroduction of AudienceWhat’s your name?What government or agency are you from?What is your experience with managing inactive records?



Today, We Will. . .

 Define inactive records

 Outline steps for creating storage facilities

 Examine arrangement of records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, We Will…Define inactive records And identify when records are considered inactiveOutline steps for creating storage facilitiesIncluding how to plan and evaluate storage areasUsing records centersExamine arrangement of recordsIntroduce concept of shelving arrangements and locator systems Labeling box contentsDiscuss administrative processesAnd the need for sound managementLook at policies, procedures, facility operations



Life Cycle of Records

Creation

Active Phase Inactive Phase

Disposition

Archives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is a record?Recorded information that supports the activity of the business or    organization that created the informationRecords have a lifecycle, or stages: Inactive stage is one part of the lifecycleCreation:  You receive or generate and then record informationActive Phase:  Refer to records regularly Inactive Phase:  Falls between active phase and disposition    You no longer use records frequently (no more than once a       month) but cannot destroy them because they have not passed      their mandated retention period or they have ongoing fiscal,      legal, or administrative uses   Certain records can be “reactivated,” that is, they are inactive       and used infrequently, but because of some event they become      active again    For example, personnel files become inactive at the termination of       of employment, but become active when a person is rehired  Disposition/Archives:  Destroy or keep records permanentlyThis workshop focuses on managing records during the inactive phase    in a way that uses space and other resources effectively, allows you    to find the records when you need them, and helps ensure    appropriate disposition



Identifying Inactive Records

 Records inventory

 Records survey

 Periodic review of active records

 Infrequency of use 

 Retention schedules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify inactive records throughRecords inventory   Which is the basis of any records management program   Use State Archives inventory worksheets to capture information       about records series, such as title, volume, inclusive dates,      frequency of use, rate of accumulationRecords survey    Provides more general information about individual records series      But should provide enough information for you to identify records      that are less valuable to you on a day-to-day basisPeriodic review and cleanup of active records   Either at the end of calendar or fiscal year, it may be a habit for you     to remove the oldest, infrequently used files to make room for      current filesInfrequency of use    Records that are referenced less than once a monthDevelop office retention schedules, based on State Archives schedules    Where you systematically define how long records should be     maintained in office areas, when they should be moved to storage, how     long maintained in storage, and eventual time of destructionLearn more about office retention schedules at our workshop on “Using State Retention Schedules”



Using Inactive Storage
 Saves money

 Improves efficiency

 Provides physical security

 Protects from unauthorized access

 Provides systematic disposition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benefits of establishing an inactive records center Saves money -- equipment, space, staff time   By freeing up space in file cabinets, you can avoid purchase of new       cabinets and remove or sell surplus cabinets   Smaller, more organized files mean a decrease in staff time required       to search through records Improves efficiency   Provides orderly arrangement and control      Provides fast and easy box and folder retrievalProvides physical security   By locating and isolating records in one area under the control of a       records manager, accessible to a limited number of people, and with      a limited number of points of accessProtects confidential records from unauthorized access   By putting them under stricter controlsAnd provides for the systematic legal disposition of records     If records are in a records center, you can address all of those    that are due for destruction at the same time



Storing Inactive Records

Onsite and in-house
Offsite records center
Offsite commercial facility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
**This is an introductory slide**These are options for long-term storageOnsite and In-house, in same facility that houses active records; usually    involves the use of basements or attics    Offsite records center, in a remote facility you own, rent, or are allowed    to use because of a relationship with another government or agency (for    example, state agencies have the option of using the State Records   Center for a minimal service fee, and the city of Albany and Albany    County both store their records in the Albany County Hall of Records) Offsite commercial facility, under the control of a vendor you pay for    storage and related services  We will examine each of these options in detail, in the following slides



Onsite Storage

 Often requires a renovation project

 Can be less secure than other options

 Allows direct control and easier access 

 No rental fees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often requires a renovation project   Many older buildings were not designed with storage in mind   Available spaces are often not ideal for storage, requiring that rooms      be made suitable for storing records   Renovations can be expensive, requiring the removal of old shelving       and rubbish and incurring other costs associated with having      appropriate inactive records storage (as we will discuss later) Can be less secure   You may not be able to enforce security onsite, especially if others in       your organization feel they should have unrestricted access to records    You may have to share space with other departments    There may be no guards on duty during off-hoursDirect control and easier access to records You may prefer knowing you have direct control over your records rather       than relying on someone else to ensure appropriate care   They are close at hand, although access could still be difficult if the storage      room is on a separate floor No rental or storage fees   If your records are onsite, you don’t have to pay fees to rent space or store      records, as you would with some offsite options   You don’t have to pay someone to bring the records to you    Costs already factored in with paying onsite employees      



Offsite Records Center
 Efficient use of space
 Saves money
 Formalized operating procedures
 Security  
 Environmental controls
 Systematic disposition of records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A well-managed records center, commercial or otherwise, has many advantages:Maximum efficiency and use of space provided   As well as orderly arrangement and control because it was designed for and is    dedicated to records storage   Provides orderly box and folder retrieval and delivery   Make sure the records center is close enough to you to allow for a reasonable turnaround for      retrievalSaves money   In equipment, space, and staff time   Frees up space; fewer files mean fewer cabinets   Smaller, more organized groups of files mean a decrease in staff time to search recordsFormalized operating procedures   Supported by a procedures manual and a system of formsSecurity   Stricter control over who has access to records   May include a guard for off hours   Better protection for confidential records by restricting accessEnvironmental controls   HVAC system designed for records storageSystematic disposition of records   According to retention schedules and with proper authorizationCooperative records storage-Local Government records law, Article 57-A   Allows local governments to enter into contractual agreements “for the improved management and  preservation of records”-Need approval from the State Archives, consult the Records Advisory: Using a Data Storage Vendor listed available with publications on our website



Records Storage Vendor
 Fees for storage and other services

 Research the quality of storage site and 
level of service

 Conduct a cost comparison

 Must have a contract

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fees for storage and other services   While the fee for storing records with a commercial vendor may be low,     there may be separate fees for initial processing, retrieval, delivery,     pickups, re-files, disposition, and removing all records from the facility Research the quality of storage site   Don’t assume a vendor has a good storage environment   Be sure to visit and inspect storage conditions before committing to a       particular vendorAnd research level of service   Know what additional services a vendor offers (pulling and destroying       records, confidential shredding, electronic records vaulting,       special media storage)   And check references to ensure the vendor provides reliable serviceConduct a cost comparison   Carefully check and compare the costs of several vendors   Your decision may depend on the cost of the services you anticipate       using mostMust have a contract   Work with your legal counsel to make sure your interests are addressed       in writing   Make sure contract states vendor’s responsibility in following retention      schedules      



Inactive Storage Development
 Site selection

 Physical planning

 Equipment

 Administration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When developing an inactive storage room or facility you must take into account the following:           Site selectionIssues to consider include:Size, cost, proximity, security, and environmental conditionsPhysical planning How will the room(s) be laid out How many cu ft per shelfTotal number of shelvesAllowance for growthEquipmentMake sure equipment will fit into the space          Allow for expansion and upgrading of equipment          Administration                    Who will oversee the facility: existing staff, or new staff to be hired 	and trained  	Staff breakdown: list of positions and duties                      Develop policies and procedures                       Create and distribute a manual The following slides will examine these issues in more detail



Site Selection Factors
 Physical structure
 Space requirements
 Environment
 Safety
 Security

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an introductory slideThere are several factors to consider before selecting a site for your inactive storage.The factors include:Physical structureSpace requirementsEnvironmentSafety and security issues We will discuss each of these factors in the following slides



Physical Structure
Involve professionals
 Building and fire 

inspectors 

 General contractor

 Engineers

 Architects

Examine
 Floor strength

 Wall construction

 Structural soundness

 HVAC systems

 Wiring

 Plumbing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check the physical structure of a proposed inactive storage site                      People to consider involving includeBuilding and fire inspectors A general contractor  Engineers and architects These professionals can help you determineFloor strength and wall construction General structural soundness   For example, they can evaluate foundations, roofs, and windows;   determine whether a structure is vulnerable to floods or fires; and   identify the probable presence of hazardous materials (asbestos,   mold, lead paint) And can examineHVAC (heating, ventilation, air conditioning) systemsElectrical wiringPlumbingAnd addressFeasibility of phone lines/cables  Configuration of light fixtures and switchesPotential costs	



Determining Space Requirements
 Inventory, survey, site inspection

 Collect information
- Volume, format, retention

 Add 30% to total cubic feet for growth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use your inventory, or records survey, along with a site inspection to    determine space, equipment, supply, and staffing needs Collect information on   Volume (in cubic feet) and format of inactive records   Retention periods   Storage requirements for records in formats other than paper   Oversize storage requirementsRemember to add 30% to the total cu. ft. of records you have   To allow for growth



Consider Other Formats
 Microfilm 

 Discs

 Photos

 Negatives

 Blueprints 

 Tapes

 Maps

 Bound volumes

 Videos

 Glass negatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A records storage area may house several different formats/media    Which may require special storage conditions and containersConsider these formats and special requirements   Microfilm which should be stored in cabinets   Maps may be stored in map cases, in boxes that allow the maps to       remain rolled, or flat on shelves in a “map tower”  Blueprints have the same requirements as maps but are also very      susceptible to light  If you have many blueprints, you may need to install a timer on the      lighting to ensure the lights are never on for long  Tapes and other electronic media should be stored in a cool     environment in media cabinets  Records of unusual shapes and sizes, such as photos, bound      volumes, and glass negatives may need special boxes to store      neatly on conventional shelves and may take up more space  



Environment and Human Health

 Mold
 Poor air quality
 Storage of toxins
 Insufficient workspace 
 Isolation
 Disaster recovery complications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poor storage conditions can pose a health threat to those who are    responsible for retrieving and filing recordsWhen setting up and maintaining inactive storage, consider  Mold is common in a damp environment, and some molds can cause   brain damage or chronic respiratory ailmentsAir quality   Poor ventilation, dust, asbestos, and other particulate matter pose a       danger to the lungsStorage of toxins and other hazardous materials   Can cause fumes and make a storage area more susceptible to firesInsufficient workspace, including inadequate lighting    Can lead to unsafe piles of boxes, boxes that are too heavy to lift, and   and corridors too narrow to negotiate safely   Not enough and too much light can cause eye strain and headachesIsolation   Many storage areas are isolated (e.g. basements), which can be       dangerous to those working alone, especially if they are injured or       become illDisaster recovery complications   Remote storage areas may be difficult to reach or exit in case of       disaster   



Environment

 Temperature (65-72º F)

 Humidity (40-55%)

 Cleanliness

 Air circulation

 Lighting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are optimal conditions for storing records…and for the people   who have to work in inactive storage facilitiesTemperature should fall between a uniform 65-72 degrees FRelative humidity should fall within a range of 40-55%    Low humidity reduces the presence of mold   Both temperature and humidity should have minimal fluctuations      because continuous expansion and contraction can make paper        brittle and cause the deterioration of film and bindingCleanliness    The area should be free from dust, insects, and mold    Install air filters, if needed, to cut down the amount of particulatesAir circulation    There should be good air circulation to reduce humidity    You may need to install ductwork if the room has noneLighting       Records should not be exposed to direct light   If a storage area has windows, install shades or blinds, or close off       the windows entirely    Improve lighting, if needed, and make sure lights have U/V      (ultraviolet) filters       



Safety

 Fire prevention

 Flood prevention

 Disaster planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Safety is an important issue when setting up inactive storage Fire Prevention    Know local codes and regulations, install smoke detectors, fire       extinguishers, and a fire suppression system   If you have health concerns over gaseous fire suppression systems,       install sprinklers and know who to call if you have wet records   A list of fire suppression vendors is available on the State Archives’       websiteWater Damage Prevention   Look for leaks: roof, pipes, windows, steam and water pipes   Measure potential for flooding   Consider flood sensors (floor water alarms)Note: There are flood sensors on the market now that can alert you of a flood in your records storage area via e-mailDisaster Planning    Include your records storage area in your disaster plan   Keep copy of disaster plan in records storage area   Make sure staff is aware of response procedures in the event of a disaster   Have periodic drills to make sure everyone knows how to get out in       case of an emergency(Mention State Archives Disaster Planning workshop, and Publication 82 also on this topic)



Security
 Restrict access

 Install locks and limit keys

 Alarms and guards

 Install security cameras

 Get management support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Security for your inactive storage is vitalRestrict access to authorized personnel only   No one should deposit or remove records without authorization   Document who has direct access to records storageInstall locks and limit the distribution of keys, key cards, or swipe    cards   You can also install a security door that requires a code for entrance   If you do, change the code occasionally to enhance securityInstall alarms, if necessary A security guard just for records storage is rare, but if you   are in a government or other complex that has regular security   patrols, be sure your records storage area is included   Install security cameras, if your budget allowsYou need management support    To provide your storage area with the best security   To avoid conflicts with staff who want free access, especially if you       are enforcing limited access for the first time   



Shelving, Tracking, Locating
 Shelving plans and layouts
 Tracking and locating systems
 Labels and contents
 Databases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
****This is an introductory slide****Now that you have chosen a site, you need to set it up to hold your inactive recordsIn the following slides we will discuss:  Shelving plans and layouts, including equipment and supplies  Tracking and locating systems, including arrangement of boxes on shelves  Labels on boxes, including barcoding and RFID  Databases, as a means of controlling location, and movement in and out of     the storage area



Shelving Layout
 Use steel shelving

- Of proper gauge and dimensions
- That meets your needs

 Allow for
- 30% growth in records storage
- Adequate aisle widths

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steel shelving is best for storing standard cubic foot records storage boxesWooden shelves can hold moisture, will warp over time and emit gases, as they decompose, that   can harm paper materialsWooden shelves often can’t bear the weight of numerous records cartonsSteel shelving comes in various gauges Weight capacity is key to the shelving you choose: a lighter gauge may work if it provides proper     weight capacity for your records 18 gauge or lower is recommended for records storage The lower the number the stronger the shelving National Archives recommends 11 gauge for cross bracingShelving dimensions Recommended size (for most applications): 42” W x 16” or 32” deep 42” width allows for a row of three standard records cartons (12”  W x 15” L x 10” H) 32” depth allows for most efficient use of space, this allows for boxes two deep on each shelf Height depends on your storage needs and size of facility; standard heights range from 5’ to 10’ Six to seven feet is most commonLayout: allow for 30% growth and easy access to shelves Allow for proper distance between shelving units Make sure you have easy entrances and exits Allow for workstations for processing The next few slides list storage equipment and supplies, and codes and regulations to keep in    mind



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide, and the next several slides, show examples of different kinds of shelving and equipment used by various local governments in storing inactive records.This is standard shelving (42”W x 16” or 32” D), with standard size records storage boxes (reinforced, with handholds).



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of storage of materials that would not fit into a standard record storage carton (checkboxes).



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of compact shelving from the Town of Mount Morris, where the Livingston County Records Center is located.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A small map cabinet, from the Town of Mount Morris Records CenterNote that the cabinet is in an active office area, not in a records storage area. Putting storage cabinets of any kind in inactive storage is a waste of valuable floor space (area between top of cabinet and ceiling is unused).



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a map tower, which is conventional, double-depth shelves (32” D) spaced closely together. The maps or blueprints are in square tubes, which allow for clear labeling at the end.The map tower is an appropriate feature of an inactive storage space.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another map tower, with oversized items stored flat



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This photograph is from the Ulster County Records Center, in Kingston.The length of the shelves (longer than conventional 42”W) allows for higher density storage.This is the county’s storage vault for archival material.



Storage Equipment
 Shelving

 Boxes

 Archival supplies

 Map Towers

 Map Cabinets

• Oversized

• Ladders

• Carts

• Dehumidifiers

• Shredders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you plan your facility layout, keep in mind the kind of shelving you’ll     need, based on the kinds of materials you’ll be storing thereAnd the equipment you’ll need to run a smooth, efficient facilityWhen considering shelving keep in mind any oversized material     you may have, such as maps and bound volumes, that will      require special storage needsIn addition, you will needBoxes for housing documents and oversized itemsArchival supplies to house historical/permanent itemsMap towers/Map cabinets for maps and blueprintsOversized items – may need room to lay flat on shelfLadders to access tall shelving units, platform ladders bestCarts, or dollies, for transporting items Dehumidifiers to control relative humidity, especially in the event     of a disaster, or if lacking central HVAC systemShredders for destruction of records, especially onsite destructionThe next slides list, in more detail, equipment and supplies, and standards, codes, and regulations that are required, or should be used as a guideline when planning a storage facility (included in workbook)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A records storage ladder, which has wheels that collapse when you place weight on the steps (so that it doesn’t roll) and a shelf at the top for resting boxes (so that you don’t have to descend the ladder holding a full carton)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A box truck, which is handy for moving boxes or for resting them while you look up an individual file or record



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A dehumidifier and fanThe fan provides improved air circulation, and the dehumidifier helps maintain a non-fluctuating level of humidity.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A shredder, which you may need if you have a constant volume of confidential files to destroy (student records, for example)In many cases, however, you may find it easier and more cost effective to hire a commercial shredding vendor.See our website for a list of confidential shredding/recycling vendors.



Shelving Plans and Layouts



Shelving Plan A
Scale: 1/8" = 1 ft. N
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Shelving Plan B
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37 shelving units           10 shelving units
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Making Records Accessible
 Processing records 

 Box contents and labels

 Physical arrangement

 Tracking systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an introductory slideTo prepare and integrate records going into inactive storage, you must considerProcessing recordsBox contents and labelsPhysical arrangementTracking systemsWhen taken together, these will enhance future access and management of your inactive records



Processing Inactive Records
 Step 1. Purge obsolete records

- Identify record in schedule
- Separate records to be destroyed
- Obtain authorization
- Document disposition process
- Destroy obsolete records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the process for preparing records for inactive storageIt may be performed by the RMO or records manager, but ideally the office or     department transferring the records should complete this and the following     stepStep 1. Purge obsolete records   Deal with obsolete records first, so that you manage only the records that need       to be managed           Identify record series in schedule Separate records to be destroyed  Obtain authorization Document disposition process Destroy obsolete records



Processing Inactive Records

Step 2. Process remaining records

 Organize by records series
- Retain original order or sequence

- Don’t mix records from different departments

 Box and label

 Record tracking data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 2. Process remaining records, or those that you must retain for a period   before destroying or retaining permanently Organize by records series Retain original order or sequence, don’t try to impose a new order   Instead, if you need access to individual folders, use a database to   enter folder titles Don’t mix records from different departmentsBox and label   Use standard records cartons when moving records from files      to inactive storage so that they don’t have to be reboxed when they      arrive for storage Record tracking data, ideally in a database, which we will discuss later



Box Contents
 One records series per box

 Or one retention period per box

 No hanging folders

 No binders

 No folding or over packing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each box   Should contain one records series onlyIf this is not possible, try to store series with the same disposition    date in the boxIf you don’t, you must keep the entire box for as long as the latest   retention of records in the box   Should not contain Hanging folders or bindersThese are expensive and for office use onlyThey take up space and don’t fit properly in a storage carton   Should not containFolded legal-sized records; instead place folders lengthwise   Should not be over-packedFull boxes should weigh about 35 lbsAnd have enough space to retrieve records easilyProvide everyone who sends boxes to storage with packing    instructions, so that all you have to do is log the records into your    database locator and put the boxes on shelvesMore on transferring records later



Labels
 Use uniform labels on all boxes

 May use preprinted labels 

 Include necessary information

 Choose labels with good adhesive

 Supply each unit or department

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Labels are required for all boxes stored in your inactive storage    centerUse uniform labels on all boxesMay use preprinted labels   These are usually inexpensive and ensure uniformity of       information on each records cartonInclude necessary information   The less information on the label, the greater the security      We will discuss levels of information on labels in the following      slideChoose labels with good adhesive   Self-adhesive (especially foil-backed) are best   Gummed labels tend to fall off   To make boxes reusable without affixing layers of new labels, you       can also buy plastic sleeves to insert labels into and affix directly       to boxes Supply each unit or department in your organization with labels for    boxes they send to you, so boxes arrive in inactive records storage   already labeled   



Permanent Records
 Use acid-free, pH-neutral, lignin-free boxes and file 

folders
 Protect photographs with inert polyester sleeves
 Remove rubber bands, staples, tape
 Unfold and flatten records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Permanent and archival records require additional safeguardsUse acid-free, pH neutral, lignin-free boxes and file foldersAcid-free refers to material with a pH of 7 or higher (7 is neutral,    over 7 is alkaline)Lignin is a chemical that degrades paper records     Although more expensive, acid-free, pH-neutral, and lignin-free    products last longer and help buffer the natural acidity of paper    records, slowing deteriorationProtect photographs with inert polyester photograph sleeves   Use polyester (Mylar), polyethylene, polypropyleneRemove rubber bands, staples, paper clips, adhesive tape from    all permanent recordsBecause they chemically react with paper and will, over time, leave sulphur, rust, and adhesive stains and can also cause bending or tearsUnfold and flatten records, and move oversize records such as   blueprints and maps to oversize storageFor more information, attend the State Archives’ workshop: Preservation of Historical Records, or visit our website for a list of  publications on managing historical records



Physical Arrangement
 Place records on shelves by

- Series
- Department or unit
- Other logical sequence

 Plan beforehand  

 Can include three to four elements
- Row – Unit – Shelf - Space

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arrangement, or space assignment, is the act, or result, of placing    records in a particular order or sequence on your shelving unitsPlace records on shelves  By records series, department or unit, or some other logical      sequence, but the order of boxes will change as records      are disposed and boxes are brought into storage  It’s generally easier not to worry too much about physical     arrangement but rely on a log or database that allows intellectual      access, regardless of how and where you place boxes on      shelvesPlan your system carefully before implementing it  Choose the system that will work for your facility  And will be the simplest scheme for the access you need  Common locator systems use two or more of the following elementsRow     Each side of a bayUnit      Vertical section of a rowShelf    Unit subdivisionsSpace  Shelf subdivisionsEach space should have a permanent unique identifier or address,    regardless of the retention of records in that slot Row-Space, Row-Unit-Space and Row-Unit-Shelf-Space     numbering systems are discussed in the following slide



Space Numbering Systems
 Adopt simplest appropriate system

- Space (001)
- Row-Space (A-001)
- Row-Unit-Space (A-01-001)

 Number spaces in each shelving unit . . .
- Top-to-bottom
- Left-to-right 

 Assign same space numbers to boxes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can choose one of the following numbering systems for your inactive storage facility: Space   For small repositories, sequentially ordered space or slot numbers      may be sufficientRow-Space   Common, with each row of shelving assigned a sequential number       posted on each aisle endRow-Unit-Space or Row-Unit-Shelf-Space   Functions well in larger facilities with long rows and several shelvesDivide each unit evenly into shelves and each shelf into spaces   Each 42”w X 16”d shelf holds 3 standard cartons (10” X 12” X 15”)       or three spacesBe consistent in numbering spaces in each shelving unit    Top-to-bottom    Left-right    Space number matches boxSee Publication 49, Administration of Inactive Records for more on numbering systems  



Databases for Managing 
Records

 Enhances access and retrieval

 Update after disposition and transfer

 Provides perpetual inventory of records 

 Generates labels and reports 

 Identifies records for destruction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A database locator system enhances intellectual access to records, reducing dependence on the physical arrangement of boxes on the shelves. With a database locator you canEnhance access and retrieval   Provides more efficient means of tracking boxes     Includes info. on records series titles, storage locations, dates, volume (in cubic      feet), creating agency or department, and disposition date   For certain records series (student and personnel records), you may include      individual file titles to help pinpoint the box location   Can also list significant items you retrieve often   Can scan in bar codes, or tie into RFID tagging systemUpdate after disposition and transfer   When records leave inactive storage because they are destroyed or returned to     active use  When records enter storage initially  Generates    Box labels, annual report statistics   Reports, or queries, on individual fields, e.g. sort by department, or type of recordIdentifies records for destruction   You can also conduct a simple sort by disposition year to identify those records       that are ready for destruction



Administration of an 
Inactive Records Program
 Make part of overall RM plan

 Policies and procedures

 Staff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several elements are needed to operate a successful inactive records program, including a storage facility Overall RM plan   Make sure the management of inactive records is included in your RM plan and your RM     manual   Use plan to identify goals, priorities, and directions for improvement   Don’t let inactive records become the “orphan child” of your RM planPolicies and procedures   Develop a policies and procedures manual specifically for the administration of your inactive      records storage facility    Make sure they are supported by management and shared with all staff   Have manual state who has managerial responsibility: either the RMO, or someone designated     by the RMO    Manual serves to prioritize needs and gives direction to staff   We will explore what to address in policy in the following slideStaff   No matter which choice you make: onsite storage, records center, or commercial      vendor, you will probably have some adjustment regarding staff   They will be needed to assist with the initial sorting, weeding, and boxing of records, arranging      records on shelves, and developing retrieval systems   And then to oversee the ongoing, systematic transfer and processing of records, answering      reference questions, and following disposal policies Take into account any necessary, or extra, training, such as on database data entry procedures



Destruction of Records

 Destroy appropriately
 Destroy completely
 Complete Authorization for Destruction form
 Get appropriate signatures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Records should be destroyed appropriately   For example, arrange bonded recycling services for confidential       records   Other methods of destruction include shredding, maceration       (chemical destruction), pulping, incineration, sale of paperDestroy records completely and discreetly   For example, it is not recommended to leave open boxes of records       in a trash receptacle or at the back doorComplete a records destruction authorization form    (See Pub #41, Retention and Disposition of Records for a blank form)   The form should include records series title, locator number, dates of      records, volume of records, retention schedule page and item #,       method of and date of destructionGet appropriate signatures   For example, appropriate unit head and RMO review and sign    To ensure records are eligible for destruction, there are no pending       lawsuits or audits, and records need not be retained beyond       retention period indicated in a State Archives schedule



For More Information
 Contact RAO

 Attend workshops

 Read State Archives publications

 Network with others

 Join associations and listservs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contact Regional Advisory Officer for a visit   To provide direct advice based on onsite review of current storage       conditions, to help prepare a grant application for Inactive RecordsAttend State Archives workshops   Like this one, but others may also be helpful   See our website for a list and scheduleRead State Archives publications   They’re free and they cover many topics   Most are available on our website Network with others who have set up and maintained an inactive    records program   Learn from their experienceJoin RM associations and listservs   They can be a support as you’re starting out



Summary
 Identify your inactive records

 Determine the best storage facility  

 Establish policies and procedures

 Treat records responsibly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the tools from this workshop and apply to your particular situation Identify your inactive records  Through inventories or surveys                                               Then determine your inactive storage needs                         Determine best type of storage facility for your needs  Take appropriate action to develop and administer an inactive storage area      or facilityEstablish policies and procedures     Put in the form of a manual     Get management support for implementing them   Distribute manual to all staff and departmentsTreat records responsibly   Depositors have expectations on how records will be handled   Maintain good environmental conditions   Make access and retrieval as quick and easy as possible   Keep records secure                                                                              Keys to success:  support of management and established policies and procedures   



Thank You for 
Attending Today!

www.archives.nysed.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for attending this workshop todayPlease fill out your evaluation forms
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